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the. Projects and Everyday Science: Supporting Family.Mark your calendars: The
first of two special screenings of the documentary “Let It Be,” the making of the
Beatles’ last album, will be held on Thursday, Dec. 4. Leading up to the concert
film’s Dec. 4 premiere on HBO, the museum will screen the documentary in its
Screening Room at 11 a.m. Attendees will be provided breakfast and transportation.
Tickets are $25. The screening will be held in The Piano Bar in the museum’s Robert
Rauschenberg Wing; check the museum’s website for details. The film — which was
directed and produced by Kevin Macdonald — will be followed by a discussion with
film scholar and author Leo McLaughlin. Details: (212) 415-3500,
www.metmuseum.org/screenings.The Media of Ukraine Ukraine is among the
youngest nations of Europe with the newest, most advanced media. The country has
started to develop its own mass media and culture based on its own traditions.
Despite its young age, Ukraine is developing its mass media based on its own
traditions and cultural-historical heritage. Ukraine is a young nation, but also a
dynamic one, which means that its mass media and culture are alive and developing.
But the media are not important only to the media, but also to the society. Ukraine is
the founder of the modern world cinema. Ukraine is also the cradle of modern
Ukrainian music which brought many well-known names to the world. Ukraine is a
country of haute cuisine of Ukraine. Ukraine became the center of Eastern European
publishing which is exporting books in all languages. Eastern European books and
journals are a symbol of Ukraine's artistic and literary heritage. Ukraine is also a
producer of Ukrainian cinema and holds today a leading position among the world
cinema. Ukraine is a country where artists are actively developing their career. The
works of Ukrainian artists are in museums all over the world and Ukraine is the
country with the largest number of world famous names (Balanchine, Paszow, etc
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